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Abstract: Live working on power distribution lines is an effective way to improve the reliability of
power supply. The aerial lift device with an insulated boom is often used as a platform to carry out
live working, which is difficult to carry out in mountainous areas, paddy fields, and other complex
environments. At the same time, power distribution live working requires highly skilled operators,
and a lot of personal security measures, which is not conducive to the application in some developing
countries. We imagine that the solution of the above problem is to use a robot to climb up the pole
and complete the live working instead of the operator. In this article we report a low-cost modular
biomimetic robot. The structure of the robot is designed to meet the requirements of live working,
and the motion mechanism of the robot climbing poles and performing live work is analyzed. The
feasibility of the technology is verified through simulation, experiments, and tests.

Keywords: biomimetics; climbing robots; mechanical engineering; robot control; robot kinematics;
robot sensing systems; power distribution lines; high-voltage techniques

1. Introduction

Overhead power distribution line is the main method of distribution and power
supply in most countries and regions because of its low cost, simple and quick erection.
Live working for power distribution lines is an effective way to improve power supply
reliability. However, power distribution live working is often high altitude work, must
solve the problem of insulation and safety, requires an expensive professional aerial lift
device with an insulated bucket [1], and the operators also need to have professional skills
of climbing and operation [2], as shown in Figure 1a,b. Therefore, power distribution
lines live working is sometimes difficult to promote in developing countries. In addition,
the environment is also an important factor to restrict live working, including mountains,
paddy fields, and areas inaccessible to vehicles.

With the development of robotics and computer technology, many institutions want to
use robots to do the live working, which will reduce the operation threshold and improve
the intelligence level of the operation [3], as shown in Figure 1c. Live working robot
researches have been conducted in North America, Japan, and Europe. These robots are
mounted on the aerial lift device which is often expensive and does not solve the problem
of flexibility [4].
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Figure 1. Different kinds of live working. (a) Climbing pole, (b) insulating aerial devices, (c) robotic 
system. 

Supposing that a robot can climb the pole by itself and overcome various obstacles 
on the pole, and then performs the live working job at high altitude, it is undoubted to 
reduce costs and improve the flexibility of live working [5,6]. 

There are already a range of climbing robotic researches and devices available. A 
multi-task 4 DoF (Degree of Freedom) pole climbing/manipulating robot was designed 
by Professor Tavakoli’s team which can move flexibly in a complex environment [7]. A 
self-calibrating method was proposed to measure the accumulating errors in the climbing 
process [8]. There are also researches that have presented design and control concepts for 
mobile robots that can walk around and perform several tasks over 3D terrain [9]. Climb-
ing robots were already capable of climbing over 3D structures with bends and branches 
[10]. The merged concept to the design of leg mechanism and control was applied to walk-
ing robots [11]. The equilibrium state control of the humanoid climbing robot can be used 
in not only horizontal spaces but also in vertical spaces in mountain areas or other areas 
[12]. 

Biomimetic robots for the operation of electrical equipment are also increasingly 
mentioned, various prototypes of biomimetics are being established [13]. These biomi-
metic robots can reproduce biological behaviors of trunks, tentacles, or snakes [14]. Re-
search on the kinematics model of biomimetic robots shows that the precision of rigid 
biomimetic manipulators has been greatly enhanced [15]. Most of the driving modules of 
climbing robots utilize multiple DC motors, whether wheeled or clamped [16]. The mo-
tor’s torque sensing method, along with the components and modularization method of 
the torque-controllable actuator unit are elucidated herein [17]. A modular robot was en-
visaged to climb on a pipe-like substrate and to change to another bar [18]. Guan’s team 
designed a modular biomimetic robot and carried out climbing and operating tests [19–
26]. 

In reality, primates, insects, and amphibians all have the ability to crawl vertically in 
complex environments, but we prefer to simulate a creature that can crawl and work with 
a structure as simple as possible. 

Based on the above researches, in particular, inspired by the modular robots that 
Guan’s team developed, a low-cost modular biomimetic power distribution live working 
robot was proposed in this article. First, the mechanical structure of the robot system is 
presented. Then, motion ability of robots under different operating environments and op-
erating projects and the technical characteristics of the system are introduced. Finally, a 
live working biomimetic robot is built for the proposed system. The biomimetic body is 
both an operating arm and a climbing body. Simulation and experimental test results 
show that the proposed robot is suitable for climbing on a pole with obstacles and carrying 
out some live working projects. 

2. Demand Analysis 

Figure 1. Different kinds of live working. (a) Climbing pole, (b) insulating aerial devices, (c) robotic system.

Supposing that a robot can climb the pole by itself and overcome various obstacles on
the pole, and then performs the live working job at high altitude, it is undoubted to reduce
costs and improve the flexibility of live working [5,6].

There are already a range of climbing robotic researches and devices available. A
multi-task 4 DoF (Degree of Freedom) pole climbing/manipulating robot was designed
by Professor Tavakoli’s team which can move flexibly in a complex environment [7]. A
self-calibrating method was proposed to measure the accumulating errors in the climbing
process [8]. There are also researches that have presented design and control concepts for
mobile robots that can walk around and perform several tasks over 3D terrain [9]. Climbing
robots were already capable of climbing over 3D structures with bends and branches [10].
The merged concept to the design of leg mechanism and control was applied to walking
robots [11]. The equilibrium state control of the humanoid climbing robot can be used in
not only horizontal spaces but also in vertical spaces in mountain areas or other areas [12].

Biomimetic robots for the operation of electrical equipment are also increasingly
mentioned, various prototypes of biomimetics are being established [13]. These biomimetic
robots can reproduce biological behaviors of trunks, tentacles, or snakes [14]. Research on
the kinematics model of biomimetic robots shows that the precision of rigid biomimetic
manipulators has been greatly enhanced [15]. Most of the driving modules of climbing
robots utilize multiple DC motors, whether wheeled or clamped [16]. The motor’s torque
sensing method, along with the components and modularization method of the torque-
controllable actuator unit are elucidated herein [17]. A modular robot was envisaged to
climb on a pipe-like substrate and to change to another bar [18]. Guan’s team designed a
modular biomimetic robot and carried out climbing and operating tests [19–26].

In reality, primates, insects, and amphibians all have the ability to crawl vertically in
complex environments, but we prefer to simulate a creature that can crawl and work with
a structure as simple as possible.

Based on the above researches, in particular, inspired by the modular robots that
Guan’s team developed, a low-cost modular biomimetic power distribution live working
robot was proposed in this article. First, the mechanical structure of the robot system is
presented. Then, motion ability of robots under different operating environments and
operating projects and the technical characteristics of the system are introduced. Finally, a
live working biomimetic robot is built for the proposed system. The biomimetic body is
both an operating arm and a climbing body. Simulation and experimental test results show
that the proposed robot is suitable for climbing on a pole with obstacles and carrying out
some live working projects.

2. Demand Analysis

Although experts and scholars of various countries have developed several climbing
robots [5–13], in practical application, the power distribution live working robot system
needs to have the following capabilities and functions:

• The live working robot needs to move in a certain space and change position at
any time;
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• The robot can replace the operator in dangerous environments, such as working at
high altitude, close to live equipment;

• Some parts of the live working projects need long-term duty and repetitive work;
• Many live working operations need to be carried out in narrow spaces and complex

environments, thus the robots must be light and flexible;
• The robot needs to be highly reliable, and at the same time, it is urgent to reduce cost

and improve cost performance;
• The robot must be simple to operate, easy to control, and highly maintainable, to meet

the needs of grassroots use.

In addition to the most basic climbing ability, the most important function of robots
is the ability to carry out work, which is also the ability of many pole climbing robots
neglected at present [13–17]. Some robots need to install an additional task module device
on the climbing system to accomplish different tasks, such as a special end-effector or
manipulator [3,4]. Therefore, it is still an important research direction of pole climbing
robots to realize crawling and operating functions in one body [19–21].

Combining the characteristics of the clamped pole climbing robot and the biomimetic
robot, the robot proposed here can directly climb up and down the cement pole or wooden
pole, close to the conductor or charged body, and can carry out part of the power distribu-
tion living work project.

3. Design
3.1. Mechanical Structure

The biomimetic live working robot is inspired by the motion of inchworms. The
inchworm has two rows of legs on its head and tail that can latch, stick, or suck onto objects
to support its body, as shown in Figure 2a [18,19]. The movement and operation principle
of the robot also comes from this. We imagine that the robot should be able to support the
body through the end-effector on one side as the inchworm does, and find the new support
point or work point on the other side like a manipulator.
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Figure 2. Biomimetics and mechanical principle of pole climbing robot. (a) Inchworm, (b) 3D
rendering, (c) climbing robotic system.

The mechanical structure of the robot can be divided into two parts: biomimetic body
and pole-climber, as illustrated in Figure 2b,c.

3.2. Biomimetic Body

The biomimetic body of the robot adopts modular design to imitate the body move-
ment of the inchworm. Its mechanical structure can consist of three kinds of modules that
are connected in series by clamping rings.
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The different kinds of modules are 1-type module (axial movement, module appear-
ance like “1”), 7-type module (normal movement module, module appearance like “7”), and
6-type module (the gripper, for memorization purposes). The robot adopts the modularity
design, which can be decomposed into several modules. These modules are independent
units, which can be combined freely according to the different applications. In Figure 3 the
1-type and 7-type modules are presented [20].
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The 1-type module and 7-type module are composed of complex curved surfaces,
which have two advantages. First, it can ensure that the whole robot body is the center
of mass along one link axes, which can reduce the difficulty of robot control and improve
the accuracy of control algorithms. Second, the smooth surface is less likely to cause tip
discharge in the environment of strong electric field, and to touch or scratch other objects,
thus more suitable for live working.

The revolute axis of the 7-type module is perpendicular to the link axes, and the
revolute axis of the 1-type module is collinear with the link axes. While a 7-type module
resembles the rotational motion of the human elbow or knee, the 1-type module resembles
the rotational motion of the forelimb of the human arm, rotating around its axis [21].

The mechanical system of each module is similar and can be divided into control unit,
power unit, transmission mechanism, and deceleration mechanism. The difference between
the 1-type module and 7-type module is that the gear of the transmission mechanism
changes the output direction of the movement [22].

The biomimetic robots are designed to be symmetrical to achieve alternate climbing.
For different scenarios and projects, the modular design of the robot can also achieve
different configuration combinations to achieve different movement and performance
requirements. Different configurations of robots made up of different modules are shown
in Figure 4.

According to classical theory, at least 6 DoFs (short for degrees of freedom) are needed
to reach any position in a 3D space. However, 5 DoFs are enough to allow the robot to climb
on the poles, truss links, and tree trunks/branches, which are cylindrical, and the character-
istic of alternating position of the robot can set up a feasible transition configuration on the
trajectory that the robot can reach. For pole climbing, it is extremely important to reduce
the weight and increase the load of the robot by reducing the degree of freedom [23].

In order to decrease the weight and the complexity of the structure, the biomimetic
live working robot adopts the configuration shown in Figure 4a. The robot includes two
6-type modules, two 1-type modules, and three 7-type modules.

In order to distinguish different joint modules, the letters “a”, “b”, “c” are used after
the module type to indicate the serial number of the module. The connection relationship
between different kinds of joint module is as follows: 6a-1a⊥7a//7b//7c⊥1b-6b, the
symbol “⊥” represents the vertical relation of the module axis between two adjacent
modules, “‖” represents the parallel relation of the module axis between two adjacent
modules, and “-“ represents the relatively fixed relation between two adjacent modules.
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The gripper (6-type module) is used to fix the robot on an object, and can be utilized
to grab other objects in the robotic system. The gripper consists of two clamp claw bodies,
powered by a brushless motor. A set of worm gears is matched with the transmission
mechanism of the gripper, which has a self-locking feature, to ensure safety and anti-falling.

The gripper is used to fetch the operation device, such as hot stick operation and
instrument. When the hot stick tools are grasped by the clamp claw, collinear to the link
axes and fixed tightly, the 1-type module can apply the rotating torque output to the hot
stick tool.

Another function of the gripper is that it can be used to clamp the pole with diameter
of 80–120 mm. Therefore, when the robot reaches the thinner pole section, the robot can also
be transferred to the new operation area through the gripper. The gripper must be designed
strong enough so that each gripper can withstand the total force which is generated by the
robot weight and the motor’s reaction. For poles with larger diameters, a pole climber is
required. The gripper was used to grasp the pole-climber as shown in Figure 5a.

The robot can realize the automatic rod climbing function through teaching program-
ming, and the operator directly controls the movements of the robot biomimetic body via
the control interface, just like operating the mechanical arm. The control interface of the
robot is given in Figure 5b.
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3.3. Pole-Climber

In power distribution live working, the supporting object of the robot may be the
pole, the cross arm, and the cable. A two-stage grasping system is proposed, as mentioned
above, the gripper is used for grasping and operating, and another large gripper called the
pole-climber, is used for holding the pole.

When the pole-climber is fixing the robot on the pole, it can also be a stable platform
for the live working. At this moment, the pole-climber is a fixed fulcrum to realize lifting of
tools. Consider the limited load of the robot, the weight of the pole-climber should be as
little as possible.

The pole-climber is similar to the hook design of human pole climbing operation,
including the triangular steel pipe for pole profiling, pipe sleeve, and profiling for small
gripper grasping, and a push rod linear motor, which is illustrated in Figure 6. The driving
mechanism of the triangular steel pipe and tube sleeve adopts a push linear rod motor,
which can ensure self-locking in any case and anti-falling.
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The pole-climber is controlled by a linear push rod motor to realize gravity self-locking
and unlocking. A profile model for the small gripper to grab is installed at the back of the
pole-climber, which can cause the small gripper to clamp firmly, as shown in Figure 7.
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Considering the surface protection of the profile modeling, rubber cushions must also
be installed rather than direct contact to increase the contact area between the gripper and
the profile modeling.

3.4. Electrical and Control System

Motors and motor drivers are the key components of the robot, which are directly
related to the motion performance and operational safety of the robot. Considering the
influence of the overall structure size and driving load, the brushless motor is used in the
design. The rated power is 150 W, the maximum continuous output current is 3 A, the peak
current is 7 A, the maximum continuous output load is about 150 Nm, and the maximum
speed can reach 3000 r/min.

The MCU detects the current, angle, and torque of the motors in real-time through the
encoder to obtain the accurate motion position of the robot, and then drives the motor to
perform the corresponding climbing and operating motion. The ground control terminal
(PC) of the wireless communication system interacts with the robot. In addition, the vision
acquisition system can also obtain the robot’s motion position and the operation condition
in real-time.

A PC running Microsoft Windows operating system is employed, which can complete
the functions of joystick input data processing, motion planning, state monitoring, analysis
of collected data, and camera image display. The servo layer is responsible for the accurate
completion of the motion instructions sent by the upper computer. The driving layer
provides the corresponding size current to the motor according to the PWM instruction, as
shown in Figure 8.

The working environment of the robot often exceeds 40 ◦C. Affected by the sunlight,
the temperature of the surface of the robot structure can reach 60 ◦C.

In the operation process, each motor will also produce a lot of heat. To avoid damage
of the core components of the robot caused by heat, the temperature is a key parameter to
monitor the operating state of the robot.

A set of multi-linked temperature monitoring systems is designed for the robot, which
is based on the STM32 development board. The temperature measured by the thermistor
sensor is compared with the environment temperature, and the operator can judge the
running state of the robot in real time through the temperature data.

The primary control interface of the robot (as shown in Figure 5b) is developed in C++
and Python environments. The underlying motion control adopts ROS (the robot operating
system) for analysis and calculation to form a unified action control platform [24].
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The open source MoveIt! Motion Planning Framework and the robot kinematics
compiler IKFast were used for robot motion and path planning, the system architecture is
shown in Figure 9.
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Robot motion control can be divided into position mode and velocity mode. After the
motion parameters of each joint are given in UDRF (Unified Robot Description Format)
files, the fundamental chain of transformations that compute the end effector link frame is
defined by:

Tee = T0 J0T1 J1T2 J2 . . . T5 =


r00 r01 r02 p0

x
r10 r11 r12 p0

y
r20 r21 r22 p0

z
0 0 0 1

 (1)

where Ti is a constant affine transformation, and Ji is a transformation depending on joint
value ji, which can be a rotation around an arbitrary axis vi:
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Ji(ji) = I4x4 + sin ji


0 −vi,z vi,y 0

vi,z 0 −vi,x 0
−vi,y vi,x 0 0

0 0 0 0

+ (1− cos ji)


0 −vi,z vi,y 0

vi,z 0 −vi,x 0
−vi,y vi,x 0 0

0 0 0 0


2

(2)

or a translation along an axis:

Ji(ji) =
[

I3x3 jivi
0 1

]
(3)

For the inverse kinematics of the robot, IKFast was used to solve the equations ana-
lytically and generates optimized C++ files. IKFast differs in the other approaches in that
numerical stability was emphasized over solution generality [25]. It is convenient to realize
5-axis coordinated action control.

4. Climb Pole

Depending on its kinematic structure, the robot can use a variety of climbing methods.
For simplicity, we assume that the poles are perpendicular to the ground and the robot
moves in free space. Three kinds of climbing gaits are proposed based on the assump-
tion that the robot is supported by both pole-climbers holding the support pole at the
beginning [22].

4.1. Inchworm Gait

As shown in Figure 10, the robot follows these steps.
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• Release the pole-climber (P2) and the robot is supported only by the other pole-
climber (P1) which grasps the pole firmly, the robot rotates three 7-type modules to
move the released pole-climber (P2) to a higher target position on the pole (refer to
Figure 10a,b,e,f);

• The pole-climber P2 is closed to grasp the pole firmly, and pole-climber P1 is released
(see Figure 10c,g);

• Supported only by the new fulcrum fixed by pole-climber P2, the robot rotates three
7-type modules so that P1 moves towards a new target position on the pole (see
Figure 10d,h);

• Pole-climber P1 firmly grasps the pole so that P1 can support the robot;
• Repeat the above steps.

In this gait, the 1-type modules may be useless so that the robot moves in a plane
without the requirement for transitions between different poles or links. The 7-type module
is the main output, three 7-type modules cooperate to achieve upward peristalsis, the pole-
climber has no need to pull out from the pole. The different modules’ torque waveforms of
inchworm gait are shown in Figure 11. The space requirement of gait is small.
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The roles (opening and closing) of the two pole-climbers change in turn. Although the
step length of each step is limited, the overall safety is very good.

The step length of inchworm gait is

S = 2l1(1− cos
a
2
) (4)

where l1 is the link length between two adjacent 7-type modules and a is the module angle
in both directions, as shown in Figure 10f [23].

When the robot moves on the pole, perpendicular to the ground, in inchworm gait,
the action range of each axis is minimum, and the output load of the motor can also be
controlled at the minimum, which can realize the maximum load output of the robot as a
whole. However, the cost of inchworm gait is to sacrifice the overall obstacle surmounting
ability of the robot.

4.2. Turning-Around Gait

As shown in Figure 12, the climbing gait steps can be listed as follows.
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• Release the pole-climber (P2) and supported only by the other one (P1) which grasps
the pole firmly (Figure 12a,e);

• The robot rotates 1-type (1a) modules to move the pole-climber (P2) away from the
pole, and rotates by 180◦ (Figure 12b,c,f,g);

• The robot rotates 7-type modules to move the swinging pole-climber P2 towards the
target position for grasping the pole (Figure 12d,h);

• Pole-climber P2 closes to grasp the pole. Thus, the robot is supported by both grippers.
• Repeat the above steps.

In this gait, the 1-type module produces the most effort in this gait. Larger spaces are
required on both sides to climb. The maximum step length with this gait is smax = 2l1 [23].

Turning-around gait, simulating a human operator using the hook climbing pole
action as utilized in many countries or regions, alternating up switch fulcrum, mainly
through the 1-axis motor for torque output, The different modules’ torque waveforms of
turning-around gait are shown in Figure 13. This gait has a good passability for obstacles
perpendicular to the robot action surface.
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4.3. Turning-Over Gait

The procedure is shown in Figure 14 and stated as follows.
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• Release the pole-climber (P2) and supported only by the other one (P1) which grasps
the pole firmly, the robot rotates 7-type and 1-type modules in order to pull the
pole-climber (P2) away from the pole (Figure 14b,f);
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• The robot continues to rotate 7-type modules. As a result, the whole robot turns over
(Figure 14b,c,e,f);

• The robot continues to rotate 7-type and 1-type modules to push the swinging pole-
climber P2 to the target position on the pole for grasping (Figure 14d,h);

• The pole-climber P2 closes to grasp the pole, thus the robot is supported by both
pole-climbers.

• Repeat the above steps.

Similar to the inchworm gait, the 7-type modules produce the most effort in this gait,
the 1-type modules only play an auxiliary role when the pole-climber is detached from the
pole. The different modules’ torque waveforms of turning-over gait are shown in Figure 15.
The robot moves in a plane, but the space of turning-over gait is much bigger than the
inchworm gait. The maximum step length with this gait is smax = 2l1 [23].
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The motion range of the turning-over gait is the largest, and it needs coordination
between three 7-axes to achieve, thus the turning-over gait has the best passability for the
obstacles in the robot’s motion plane. At the same time, the robot often needs the action
combination of this gait to get close to the working position for the working target located
on its side.

The penetration of the turning-over gait is very useful in the limited space of most
multi-circuit lines on the same pole.

4.4. Overcoming Obstacles

Overcome obstacles performance of robot comes from its ability to move in a 3D space.
In particular, the turning-around gait and turning-over gait can achieve stepping over
an obstacle. The feature can be analyzed by the geometric figure, which is illustrated in
Figure 16. The relationship between the height, h, and width, w, of the cube obstacle that
the robot can overcome is

h(w) = l0 + R

√
l12 − (R +

w
2
)

2
/(R +

w
2
)− l1d/(R +

w
2
) (5)
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Because of the modular design of the robot, the parameters of l0, l1, R, and d were
adjustable from the aforementioned formula [22]. Different sizes of joint modules were
needed to customize.

4.5. Gait Comparison

As mentioned earlier, each climbing gait has its own characteristics. The comparison
of these features is listed in Table 1, where the key modules are those that produce the most
effort during the climb. With these gaits, or a combination of them, the robot can navigate
in all directions between flat, smooth, continuous, or discrete poles, and navigate a wide
variety of obstacles. The turning-over gait may be not found in animal climbing, but the
turning-around gait is very similar to climbing pole action of human legs. Because of the
different structure and kinematics configuration of the robot, the mobility of the robot can
be greatly improved [19–23].

Table 1. Features of the three climbing gaits.

Climbing Gaits Inchworm Turning-Around Turning-Over

Key module 7-type 1-type 7-type
Max step length 2l1

(
1− cos a

2
)

2l1 2l1
Space required Small, 2D Middle, 3D Big, 2D

Obstacle climbing ability Least Good Good
Biomimetic Yes, inchworm Yes, human legs No

For an ideal cylinder, the three gaits can be realized to automatically climb the pole by
teaching programming.

Due to the different directions of the pole-climber opening and the safety considera-
tions, it is recommended to use the turning-around gait when using the pole-climber. The
action coordination steps of pole-climber pull out from the pole can be reduced effectively.

For obstacles and other uncertain factors encountered in pole climbing in reality,
simple image recognition and human-machine cooperative operation are recommended to
complete pole climbing. The description will not be expanded here.

4.6. Safety Analysis

As shown before, the small gripper and the pole-climber can be used to grasp the
cement pole both.

Eight buffer pads and eight FSR pressure sensors are installed inside the small gripper,
respectively. When the small gripper is closed, FSR measures the pressure value. The
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clamping strength between the small gripper and the pole can be judged by calculating the
value of the pressure sensor [26].

4.6.1. Grasping Force Analysis

When holding the cylinder, it is connected with four lines, the eight measured values
are set as f 1

n, f 2
n, f 3

n, f 4
n, f 1

m, f 2
m, f 3

m, f 4
m, as shown in Figure 17a.
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In the beginning, the gripper grasps the object without any of the robot’s gravity, as
shown in Figure 17a. At this stage, only the balance between the grasping force and the
reaction force should be considered. The values of f 1

n, f 2
n, f 3

n, and f 4
n measured by each

pressure sensor should be close, and f 1
n ≈ f 1

m, f 2
n ≈ f 2

m, f 3
n ≈ f 3

m, and f 4
n ≈ f 4

m, the
difference between the two values, should not be greater than the setting value ∆ftn.

In the second stage, the load is generated when the gripper becomes the fulcrum of
robot. The end of the gripper tilts at a certain angle due to the load generated by the robot’s
gravity. During tilting, the gripper can achieve self-lock, creating a large reaction force that
prevents the gripper from opening outward.

f 1
n ′ < f 1

m ′ , f 2
n ′ > f 2

m ′ , f 3
n ′ < f 3

m ′ , and f 4
n ′ > f 4

m ′ should be measured at this stage,
and the difference between the different sensors of each group should be greater than the
setting value ∆ftn ′ .

The robot gravity produces a self-locking effect, thus, as long as the gripper stays
closed, it can ensure that the robot is fixed on the pole with anti-falling.

As shown in Figure 18, when the gripper clamps on the profile model, it is affected by
the gravity of the robot, f 1

n < f 1
t1, f 2

n > f 2
t1, f 3

n < f 3
t1, and f 4

n > f 4
t1 were measured. The

measured value can be used to judge whether the gripper grasps the profile model.
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4.6.2. Self-Locking Performance Analysis

The pole-climber makes use of the gravity self-locking principle, with the help of the
weight of the robot body, so that the other side is closely buckled onto the pole, resulting in
greater friction, to fix the pole easily; in the process of climbing up, the robot and the pole-
climber push rod linear motor cooperate to achieve automatic release of the buckle—using
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the phenomenon of self-locking in mechanics. If the action line of the net force Q acting
on the main force of the object is within the friction angle, no matter how large the force
is, there is always an all-reaction force R in balance with it, and the object remains at rest.
Conversely, if the action line of the resultant force Q is outside the friction angle, no matter
how small the force is, the body cannot maintain balance, as shown in Figure 19.
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It is not necessary to install FSR on the pole-climber because of its self-locking features.
For different countries or regions, different materials are used for electric poles. For

wooden poles, the clasp ring has iron teeth, and for cement poles, the clasp ring is wrapped
with rubber pads and an anti-slip block.

5. Operation
5.1. Operation Process

The operation process of the biomimetic power distribution live working robot can be
listed as follow:

• The robot grasps the pole from a height close to the ground through the pole-climber,
and climbs up alternately with both pole-climbers, as shown in Figure 20a. During
the process of climbing the pole, the mechanical arm climbs up alternately, which is
automatically controlled by the program.

• According to the characteristics of the device on the pole, it can use different gaits to
overcome different kinds of obstacles.

• When the robot reaches the position near the operation objects, the small gripper
below is released and grabs the lifting tool downward, while the pole-climber remains
in its original position, as shown in Figure 20b.

• The robot enters the working position upward through valving or side rotation, as
shown in Figure 20c.

• At this time, the operator controls the robot’s action posture through the rocker to start
the operation, as shown in Figure 20d.

The plan sketch of operation process is shown in Figure 20e.
When the operation was finished, the robot returned to the ground using the reverse

process as described above [27,28].
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5.2. Operation Position

Safety specification for live working on power distribution lines varies in different
countries and regions. For the sake of unity, the live working robot adopts the ground
potential operation mode, that is, the robot and the charged body are isolated by an
insulating rod or an isolator, and the robot body is fixed on the pole, which is regarded as
connected to the ground.

Due to the different voltage levels, the phase spacing of overhead power distribution
lines in various countries is roughly between 0.35 and 1.3 m. After proper path and motion
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planning, in most cases, the robot can crawl to a proper position to operate the three-phase
line [29].

• Horizontal arrangement

For vertically aligned lines, the robot needs to take the middle phase conductor as the
reference point and find a suitable position, approaching the wire from the side or below
the side, as shown in Figure 21a.
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• Triangle and vertically arrangement

For the triangulated and horizontal lines, the robot only needs to climb directly below
the middle phase of the wire, and the two side phases of the wire only need to complete
the work through the robot’s action, as shown in Figure 21b.

• Multi-circuit line on the same pole

For multi-circuit lines with the same rod, under the condition of up-down three-phase
arrangement, the current robot action can directly carry out operations on the lower-three-
phase line. After insulation treatment, the robot climbs through the lower-three-phase wire
and approaches the third-up phase line to carry out operations.

In the case of the left and right phases, the vertical alignment line can be referred
to. The robot needs to take the middle phase conductor as the reference point and find
a suitable position, and approaches the side wire from the side or below, as shown in
Figure 21c. It is worth pointing out that the space of the multi-circuit line with the same
pole is limited, so it is necessary to pay attention to the robot’s movement accuracy and
avoid touching the live equipment [30].

5.3. Operation Project

The robot mainly works by contacting the charged body with hot stick tools. Depend-
ing on the actual situation of overhead power distribution equipment in different countries
and regions, different kinds of hot stick tools have been developed around the world. After
simple improvement, they can be quickly transplanted to the robot. These hot stick tools
can be driven by their own motors or powered by the end 1-type module of the robot.

The motion steps of robot operation can be simplified into the combination of four
motions: aiming, grasping, touching, and releasing, as shown in Figure 22.
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In this series of motions, each joint module plays a different role. As Figure 22 shows,
the 1a joint module rotates to adjust the biomimetic robot body direction, and the 7a, 7b,
and 7c joint modules cooperate to approach or stay away from the operation target. The 1b
joint module can be used to provide output torque for end hot stick tools.

• Verification of live parts and grounding

Verification of live parts and grounding are the basic safety measures before the
maintenance of electric equipment. The steps are quite simple, which can be completed
through the simple combination of the above aiming and touching motions.

It is of great practical significance to use the robot to carry out verification of the live
part and grounding by climbing the height, which can prevent personnel working at height
and approaching live equipment.

• Elimination of defects and obstacles

As the biomimetic robot can provide a torque output of 150 Nm, it can grab saw blades,
hydraulic scissors, and other tools through the small gripper to clean up floating hanging
objects and tree barriers attached to the distribution line.

• Install fault indicator
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Installation of fault indicators is a simple but huge workload project because it needs
to be installed on the three-phase line near each base pole of the distribution line. By using
robots for installation, this work can be quickly carried out.

After reaching the operation position, the robot determines the installation position by
aiming, grasping the installation tool and touching the wire, and finally releasing, which is
a classic operation motion, as shown in Figure 22.

• Equipment monitoring

When the robot climbs on high equipment, such as poles, towers, and post insulators,
the robot can observe and detect the damage to the equipment in detail at close proximity,
understand the equipment breakage, corrosion, and other conditions, and provide an
auxiliary decision basis for the repair and maintenance of the equipment.

• Install and remove equipment leads or jumpers

It is perhaps the most common power distribution live working project, but also a
very critical part of many complex projects. The method of connecting wire and wire clamp
vary greatly from country to country, which may require the cooperation of two machines
to complete part of the project.

• Replace the arrester

Similar to installing and removing equipment leads or jumpers, replacing the arrester
requires coordinated operations of two biomimetic robots, no. 1 robot first removes the
arrester high voltage lead, no. 2 robot removes the arrester grounding lead, no. 1 robot
grasps the arrester, no. 2 robot removes the arrester fixed bolt, as shown in Figure 23, no. 1
robot will remove the arrester into the insulating rope bag, and then grasps a new arrester
fixed on the bracket, no. 2 robot installs the arrester fixed bolt. Finally, no. 1 robot and no. 2
robot re-install the high voltage lead and the ground lead of the arrester, respectively [31].
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6. Technical Characteristics

The robot adopts a self-locking design, under any circumstances, ensuring that it
will not fall, thus, a high safety factor. Since the robot biomimetic body is both a crawler
and an operation arm, in many operation scenarios, multiple robots can be moved to a
specified operation station to carry out collaborative operations, which can effectively
improve operation efficiency and cover more operation projects [32].

The total weight of the robot is no more than 25 kg (including power supply and
controller), and the robot adopts modular design, which is easy to assemble and decompose,
and the whole equipment can be carried by one man and carry out operations given by
two people (operator and assist operator).

The mechanical structure of the robot is simple, a large number of non-bearing parts
adopt 3D printing technology. Easy to disassemble and assemble, for damaged and faulty
parts, and can realize quick replacement operation.

The load-bearing components of the robot body can be made of different materials,
including aluminum alloy, stainless steel, carbon fiber, and other composite materials.
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The technological accuracy of metal parts only needs CNC (computer numerical control
machine tools) processing, and the composite materials only need one mold opening to be
mass-produced.

The motor, reducer, driver, and other parts are highly matured industrial products,
and the hardware cost of a full set of robots has been greatly reduced. Robots can be used
as low-value and consumable equipment to enter the work team. With the imagination of
the experienced living work team staff, more work projects can be carried out to achieve
further breakthroughs in functions [33].

7. Simulation, Tests and Results

A series of simulations and tests are carried out on the biomimetic power distribution
live working robot in order to verify the key parameters of the proposed robot system and
demonstrate its operational capability.

7.1. Robot Structure Simulation

Robot structural parts, including 1-type module and 7-type module bearing parts,
have shown by force simulation analysis, that several different kinds of materials including:
aluminum alloy, stainless steel, carbon fiber, and other composite materials can meet the
strength requirements of power distribution live working load. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 24.
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7.2. Gripper Simulation

The grasping performance of different objects is tested. The grasping load test results
show that the grasping force of 400 N can reach the grasping requirements of 40 kg load
within the working range of the grasping device. Force analysis shows that the grasping
force of 400 N will not damage the small gripper, as shown in Figure 25.
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The robot was controlled to apply 100% load grasping force to the pressure sensor of
the push pressure gauge, and the grasping force value was read and measured three times,
as shown in Figure 26. The test values are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 26. Test of grasping force.

Table 2. Test value of grasping force.

Test Results

Grasping force
0.6358 kN = 635.8 N
0.6072 kN = 607.2 N
0.6062 kN = 606.2 N

7.3. Motion Range Tests

When each module of the robot is fully expanded, the working radius that the robot
can move to is the longest working radius. Make all modules shrink to the shortest radius;
The working radius of the robot is tested by laser tracker.

The robot was controlled to run at the rated speed, and to make the mechanical claw
run in a straight line to the fixed points P1, P2, P3, and P4, stable for 3 s. The laser tracker
was used to record the spatial position of each point, and the cycle was repeated 30 times
to measure the position repeatability. The robot can be regarded as a 5-axis manipulator
fixed on a rod, as shown in Figure 27, the test values are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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Figure 27. Test of range motion. (a) Test scenario, (b) equivalent manipulator, (c) motion range
of manipulator.

Table 3. Test value of motion range.

Test Items Model Test Results

Robot 6 DoF attitude
performance detection and

calibration

Leica-AT960LR
Maximum radius: 1635.00 mm

Minimum radius:
1108.10 mm

Table 4. Position repeatability.

Position Test Results

Position Repeatability
RP1

P1 2.011 mm
P2 1.694 mm
P3 2.230 mm
P4 2.012 mm

7.4. Climbing Speed Tests

The robot was controlled to climb on the 2 m test pole, and the climbing time was
recorded with a stopwatch to calculate its climbing speed, as shown in Figure 28. The test
values are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Test of climbing speed.

Climbing Distance (m) Time (s) Climbing Speed (m/s)

2 m 28.57 0.07
2 m 26.64 0.08
2 m 29.43 0.07

7.5. Climbing Tests

The robot can move up and down flexibly by using the pole-climber in all three gaits on
a cement pole perpendicular to the ground. As the limitation of the step length during the
climbing process, the robot needs to adjust the climbing height to approach the conductor,
to reach the required working position.

The test of robot pole climbing through the pole-climber and the small gripper is
shown in Figure 29.

7.6. Operation Tests

After the robot reaches an appropriate work position, the end gripper can grab differ-
ent insulating rod tools, and carry out corresponding live working on different kinds of
equipment, as shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Simulation of several live working projects. (a) Verification of live part, (b) grounding,
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8. Conclusions

In this article, a new biomimetic power distribution live working robot was pro-
posed. The robot characteristics demonstrated in simulations and experiments make the
application of this technology attractive for live working.

The climbing and operating parts are integrated into one body. Achieving the flexibility
and rapidity of pole climbing. A two-stage grasping system is proposed to meet the
requirements of eliminating the difference of grasping objects in live working.

The total mass of the system composing the biomimetic body, pole-climber, gripper,
and transmission mechanism was less than 25 kg, which can be carried by a single person.
The operators control the system from the ground, the robot can climb up to a height of
10–20 m to carry out power distribution live working projects.

In mountainous areas, paddy fields, and other complex environments, the conven-
tional aerial lift device cannot be extended, and the biomimetic power distribution live
working robot can be used instead. Due to the use of robots, existing safety measures for
operators of live working can be greatly simplified, which also improves live working
efficiency significantly.

For different scenarios and projects, the modular design of the robot can also achieve
different configuration combinations to achieve different movement and performance
requirements. The biomimetic structure of the robot can effectively achieve the obstacle
overcoming action in the process of climbing the pole through the switch of different
gaits [22,27]. By changing the number of joint module connections, the robot can be easily
extended to more DoFs, or reduce the DoFs to make the robot lighter and smaller, so as to
achieve the on-demand configuration of robot weight and DoFs.

We can imagine that by installing different end-effectors, robots can also be used for
climbing and working on other objects, such as climbing iron towers with electromagnetic
absorbers, climbing glass screen wall or other smooth surfaces with vacuum absorbers, etc.,
the operation of different dangerous environment can be achieved flexibly.
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